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地址 SIGIT Snc 
Via Niccolini 10/A 
10146 Torino

国家 意大利

产品/机械
Our Company was born to produce textiles for Thermal Insulating and for Gaskets, and now is specialized to produce textiles for the Glass Industry. 
We produce textiles (Tapes, Round and Square braided Ropes, Knitted Ropes, Sleeves, Fabrics) manufactured with Para-Aramide yarns (Kevlar
Dupont, Twaron and Technora Teijin) in their different typologies (Continuous Filament, Spun Fibre, Dref with glass core) used for cover the Tempering
Furnaces Rolls, the moving Pliers and the bending Moulds.

We can use yarn from other fibres too, organic and inorganic, pure or mixed (100% Preox, 70/30% Preox/Para-Aramide, 100% Inox Steel AISI 316,
70/30% Inox Steel AISI 316/Para-Aramide) or produced with other continuous filaments (Glass, HT Glass, Silica, Quartz, Alumina).

Another used yarn is the ZYLON from TOYOBO (Japan), produced with PBO fibre; we can use continuous filament yarns and carded yarns too; the
carded yarns can be from virgin or regenerated fibre. The mechanical and thermal performances of PBO fibre is very better than the performances of
Para-Aramide fibre.

We can supply needled felts, from various fibres (100% Para-Aramide, 100% Inox Steel AISI 316, 100% PBO, PBO mixed with Para-Aramide) and
needled tubes or rings in the same raw materials; the felts are used for cover the moulds and the tubes or the rings are used on the tempering
furnaces rolls.

Our products range is completed with the Glass, HT Glass, Silica, Preox/Aramide, Aramide fabrics used for cover the Glass flat bending moulds.

We are at your disposal for any technical help you may need, for to produce the textile as you want for your specific exigencies.
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